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We propose a mechanism of unconventional superconductivity in two-dimensional strongly correlated elec-
tron systems. We consider a two-dimensional Kondo lattice system or double exchange system with spin-orbit
coupling arising from buckling of the plane. We show that a Chern-Simons term is induced for a gauge field
describing the phase fluctuations of the localized spins. Through the induced Chern-Simons term, carriers
behave like skyrmion excitations that lead to a destruction mechanism of magnetic long-range order by carrier
doping. After magnetic long-range order is destroyed by carrier doping, the Chern-Simons term plays a
dominant role and the attractive interaction between skyrmions leads to unconventional superconductivity. For
the case of the ferromagnetic interaction between the localized spins, the symmetry of the Cooper pair is p
wave (px6ipy). For the case of the antiferromagnetic interaction between the localized spins, the symmetry of
the Cooper pair is d wave (dx22y2). Applications to various systems are discussed, in particular to the high-Tc
cuprates.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.064513 PACS number~s!: 74.20.2z, 74.20.Rp
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the discovery of high-Tc superconductivity in
cuprates,1 a large number of studies have been invested to
uncover its mechanism of superconductivity. Although the
issue is still in controversy, there are some specific properties
concerning the mechanism of superconductivity. First, the
high-Tc cuprates show two-dimensional highly anisotropic
behaviors. From their structure, the high-Tc cuprates have a
layered structure of CuO2 planes with several CuO2 layers
sandwiched between insulating layers. Reflecting this lay-
ered structure, measurements of the resistivity2 and optical
conductivity3,4 show strong anisotropic behaviors. Further-
more, the electromagnetic properties of the superconducting
state is well described by a Josephson-coupled layer
model.5,6 Second, it seems that there is a close relationship
between magnetism and superconductivity. In the absence of
carriers, the system is a charge-transfer insulator.7 Due to the
large charge-transfer gap, a localized magnetic moment is
produced at each Cu site. These localized magnetic moments
form antiferromagnetic long-range order below Ne´el tem-
perature. ~Ne´el temperature is not equal to zero because of
weak interlayer coupling.8! When holes are doped in the
CuO2 plane, they occupy O 2ps orbitals9–12 and destroy an-
tiferromagnetic long-range order. As we increase the hole
concentration, Ne´el temperature decreases. Upon further
doping, the antiferromagnetic long-range order is destroyed
and the system becomes the superconducting state. Also in
the phase of superconductivity, antiferromagnetic correla-
tions are observed.13,14
In contrast to conventional BCS superconductivity, super-
conductivity in the high-Tc cuprates is unconventional. Sym-
metry of the Cooper pair is not s wave but d wave, or more
precisely, dx22y2-wave.15 The fact that symmetry of the Coo-
per pair is d wave, superconductivity occurs in the vicinity of
antiferromagnetic long-range order, and the absence of the
isotope effect16 suggests that the underlying mechanism of
the high-Tc cuprates be ascribed to the antiferromagnetic
correlations.
In addition, the structure of the CuO2 plane seems to play
an important role for the pairing mechanism of high-Tc su-
perconductivity. In La22xSrxCuO4 system, suppression of
superconductivity is observed at a structural phase transition
point from an orthorhombic phase to a tetragonal phase.17
Similar suppression of superconductivity, which is induced
by the same kind of structural phase transition, is also ob-
served in La22xBaxCuO4 system around x51/8.18 Since
there is buckling of the CuO2 plane in the orthorhombic
phase, the fact that superconductivity occurs in the ortho-
rhombic phase suggests that buckling of the CuO2 plane
plays a significant role for the occurrence of superconductiv-
ity.
In order to explain the mechanism of high-Tc supercon-
ductivity in the cuprates, a large number of theories have
been proposed. Among others, the spin-fluctuation theory19
proposes a pairing mechanism with d-wave symmetry, or
dx22y2 symmetry. For the d-p model, which is believed to
capture the essential properties of the CuO2 plane, the spin-
fluctuation theory predicts dx22y2 pairing between d-orbital
electrons at Cu sites.20,21 The same kind of d-wave pairing,
i.e., dx22y2 wave pairing, is discussed in a different context.
In the resonating valence bond ~RVB! theory,22,23 spinons
form d-wave pairing.24 However, spinons are charge neutral
quasiparticles and the electric current is carried by holons in
the RVB theory. That is, d-wave pairing between spinons
does not lead to d-wave superconductivity by itself. The
d-wave pairing state of spinons rather describes the short-
range antiferromagnetic correlations in the phase without an-
tiferromagnetic long-range order.25
Although the relationship between these two d-wave pair-
ings has not yet been clear, the fact that the doped holes
occupy oxygen p orbitals9–12 and the sign of the Hall coef-
ficient is positive26 indicates that carriers are doped holes.
We may say that doped holes form the Cooper pair in the
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superconducting state. What we require to describe high-Tc
superconductivity is the d-wave pairing mechanism between
doped holes.
In this paper, we propose such a mechanism of supercon-
ductivity. We consider a two-dimensional multiband model
which consists of a carrier system and a localized spin sys-
tem with strong coupling between them. As a typical candi-
date of such a system, we consider a Kondo lattice system or
a double exchange system. The high-Tc cuprates can be de-
scribed as a Kondo lattice system,27,28 where carriers are
doped holes and localized spins are at Cu sites. In order to
take into account the effect of buckling of the plane, we
consider spin-orbit coupling arising from buckling. We show
that carriers induce frustration in the localized spin system in
the presence of spin-orbit coupling through Kondo or Hund
coupling. This frustration effect can be described in terms of
skyrmion excitations. The skyrmion excitation is created at
each position of the carriers and plays a role of magnetic
field for the carriers. Because of the magnetic field produced
around a carrier, the Lorentz force acts on another carrier.
Due to this Lorentz force an attractive interaction is induced
between carriers and leads to unconventional
superconductivity.29,30
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we
describe the model and the effect of spin-orbit coupling. In
Sec. III, we show the mechanism of superconductivity in the
case of ferromagnetic interaction between localized spins.
Frustration effect induced by carriers is described as skyr-
mion excitations through a Chern-Simons term for the gauge
field which describes the phase fluctuations of the localized
spin system. The fact that carriers behave like skyrmion ex-
citations provides a destruction mechanism of magnetic
long-range order by carrier doping because the magnetic
long-range order is destroyed by the skyrmion excitations.
After magnetic long-range order is destroyed by the skyr-
mion excitations, the Chern-Simons term plays a dominant
role and the attractive interaction between skyrmions leads to
p-wave superconductivity. In Sec. IV, we show the mecha-
nism of superconductivity in the case of antiferromagnetic
interaction between localized spins. In this case, the symme-
try of the Cooper pair is d wave, or more precisely dx22y2
wave. We also show that the doping carrier induces metal-
insulator transition at the magnetic transition point. In Sec. V,
we discuss applications to high-Tc superconductivity and
other systems.
II. MODEL
We consider a two-dimensional multiband model which
can be reduced to a model consisting of carriers and local-
ized spins with strong coupling between them. Examples of
such a model are the Kondo lattice system and the double
exchange system. In order to include the buckling effect, we
introduce spin-orbit coupling arising from it.
A. Hamiltonian
The Hamiltonian of the Kondo-lattice system or the
double exchange system with the spin-orbit coupling term
may be written in the following form:
H5H01H int1Hso1Hspin . ~2.1!






where the summation is taken over the nearest-neighbor




† !, c j5S c j↑
c j↓
D . ~2.3!
The second term H int represents Kondo or Hund coupling
between the carrier spin sj and the localized spin Sj :
H int52Jc(j sjSj , ~2.4!
where sj5 12 c j
†sc j with the components of s5(s1 ,s2 ,s3)
being the Pauli spin matrices. We take 1, 2, and 3 for the
axes in spin space. We assume that uJcu is the largest energy
scale in the Hamiltonian ~2.1!.
The third term Hso in Eq. ~2.1! represents spin-orbit cou-
pling arising from buckling,
Hso5i(j (h5(a ,0),(0,a) c j
†l(h)sc j1h1H.c., ~2.5!
where a is the lattice constant and the vectors l(h)
5(l1(h) ,l2(h),0) are proportional to both spin-orbit coupling
ions and the angle of buckling. The simplest example for the
spin-orbit coupling term is presented in the appendix of Ref.
31 in which the spin-orbit coupling term for the s and p
orbitals is derived. The spin-orbit coupling terms of the high-
Tc cuprates are shown in Refs. 32–34. For simplicity, we
assume the vectors l(h) for the orthorhombic phase of
YBa2Cu3O72d , that is, l(2a ,0)5l(a ,0) and l(0,2a)5l(0,a)
with ul(a ,0)u5ul(0,a)u[l .
The last term Hspin in Eq. ~2.1! represents the interaction





In general, the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction is induced
between the localized spins when there is spin-orbit coupling
like Hso . However, the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction
does not play an important role in our mechanism of super-
conductivity. We neglect the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interac-
tion in the following analysis.
B. Effect of spin-orbit coupling
In the last subsection, we have introduced spin-orbit cou-
pling arising from buckling of the plane. Since this spin-orbit
coupling plays an essential role in our mechanism of super-
conductivity, first we need to discuss the effect of spin-orbit
coupling.
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The effect of the spin-orbit coupling term Hso becomes












F ci†expS 2 itl(h)sD
3ci1h1H.c.G , ~2.7!
up to O(l/t)2 in the exponential, where s0 is the unit
matrix in spin space. The factor exp@2(i/t)l(h)s# has the
form of a unitary transformation of rotation in spin space.
The axis of rotation is parallel to the vector l(h) and the
angle of rotation is 2l/t .
The presence of this rotation at every hopping process of
the carriers implies that the carriers introduce disorder in the
localized spin system through strong coupling H int between
the carriers and the localized spins. Disorder produced by the
carrier hopping processes provides a destruction mechanism
of magnetic long-range order in the localized spin system. In
Secs. III D and IV B we will show that this destruction
mechanism of magnetic long-range order is represented as
the effect of skyrmion excitations.
III. FERROMAGNETIC CASE
In order to illustrate the mechanism of superconductivity,
we first consider the case of ferromagnetic interaction be-
tween the localized spins, that is, J,0 in Hspin .
A. Schwinger bosons
We are interested in the mechanism of superconductivity
based on the fluctuations of the localized spins. In order to
describe the localized spins, we introduce Schwinger bosons.
Description of the localized spin system in terms of the
Schwinger bosons has some advantages. First of all, it is
straightforward to describe the magnetic long-range ordered
state. The phase with magnetic long-range order is described
by Bose-Einstein condensation of Schwinger bosons.35,36 An-
other advantage is that we can directly construct rotation
matrices for carrier’s spins. Such matrices turn out to be
useful for the description of the localized spin-fluctuation
effect on the carriers.










† and z js are Schwinger bosons at site j and obey
boson commutation relations: @zis ,z js8
†





#50 and the constraint
(sz js
† z js52S .35,36 In the following, we consider the case of
S51/2 for simplicity. However, it is straightforward to ex-
tend the following arguments to general values of S.
In terms of Schwinger boson fields, the Hamltonian for
the localized spin system can be written, up to constant term,
in the following form:
Hspin52 12 uJu(^i , j& Fi j
† Fi j , ~3.2!
where Fi j5(szis
† z js . Turning to the path-integral formal-
ism, we introduce a Stratonovich-Hubbard field Qi j and Q¯ i j
to decouple the interaction term Fi j
† Fi j :





dtH(js z¯ js~]t2il jSB!z js
1
uJu
2 (^i , j& FQ¯ i jQi j2(s ~Qi jz¯ jszis1Q¯ i jz¯isz js!G J ,
~3.4!
where the t dependence of all fields is implicit and l j
SB is
introduced to impose the constraint (sz¯ jsz js51.
Now let us study the localized spin fluctuations. The spin
fluctuations are represented by Qi j because we obtain ^Qi j&
5(s^z¯isz js& at the saddle point. The spin fluctuation Qi j
consists of the phase fluctuations and the amplitude fluctua-
tions. Since the latter turns out to be a high-energy mode, we
focus on the phase fluctuations of Qi j .
The phase fluctuations of Qi j are connected with the local
gauge transformation of z¯ js ~or z js
† ) and z js at each site. In
fact, Eq. ~3.2! is invariant under the local gauge transforma-
tion z js→z jsexp(2iuj). In the action Sspin , this gauge trans-
formation involves a transformation in the phase of Qi j .
That is, the transformation in the phase of Qi j can be de-
scribed by a gauge field. Introducing a gauge field and the
mean amplitude Q5^Qi j& and taking a continuum limit, we















Note that Eq. ~3.5! is invariant under the gauge transforma-
tion: zs(r,t)→zs(r,t)exp@2iu(r,t)# , and A mSB(r,t)
→A mSB(r,t)2]mu(r,t).
B. Gauge field description of the strong correlations
The spin fluctuations of the localized spin system affect
the carrier system through strong coupling H int . We may say
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that this strong coupling between the carriers and the local-
ized spins is the origin of strong correlations. In order to take
into account this strong correlation effect we rotate the spin
of the carrier so as to be in the direction of the localized spin
at the same site. Through this transformation, the effect of
the spin fluctuations on the carrier system is described by
coupling to a gauge field.


















In order to rotate the carrier’s spin sj in the direction of the
localized spin Sj , we perform the following unitary transfor-
mation:
c j→U jc j , c¯ j→c¯ jU¯ j , ~3.9!
where
U j5S z j↑ 2z¯ j↓
z j↓ z¯ j↑
D , U¯ j5S z¯ j↑ z¯ j↓
2z j↓ z j↑
D . ~3.10!
Under these transformations, H int is reduced to H int→H int
52(Jc/4)( jc¯ jszc j . In the hopping term, the following
phase factor is introduced:
U¯ j1hU j5exp~2ihAjh!. ~3.11!
If the phase fluctuation Ajh is sufficiently slowly varying, we
can take the continuum limit. ~We will discuss the validity of




dtE d2rc¯ ~r,t!G21~$kˆ m1Am%!c~r,t!,
~3.12!
where kˆ m52i]m and Am is the SU(2) gauge field arising
from the spin fluctuations of the localized spins,
Am5 (
a51,2,3
A ma sa52iU¯ ]mU . ~3.13!
Note that A m3 5A mSB . The inverse of Green’s function is
G21~$km%!5~ ikt1jk!s01g~k!s, ~3.14!




ˆ 3 . ~3.15!













3!zs~r,t!u2G J . ~3.16!
C. Effective action of the gauge field
From Eq. ~3.16! we can see that the fluctuations of the
localized spins affect the carrier system through the gauge
field Am . Therefore, in order to investigate the effect of the
spin fluctuations on the carrier system, we need to study the
properties of the gauge field Am , that is, we need to calculate
the effective action of the gauge field Am . The effective






c is the contribution from the carrier system and SA
spin
is that from the localized spin system.
We obtain SA
c by integrating out the carrier fields. From
Eqs. ~3.14! and ~3.15!, one can see that l(h) plays a role of
the Dirac g matrices in 211 dimension and Jc plays a role
of the Dirac fermion mass. The derivation of the effective
action of the gauge field Am is similar to that for massive
Dirac fermions in 211 dimension.37–40 We find that the
Chern-Simons term for the gauge field Am is induced. ~Detail
of the calculation is presented in the Appendix.! The induced






dtE d2rA t3~]xAy32]yAx3!. ~3.18!
Here we retain only the third component of the SU(2) gauge
field because it describes the ferromagnetic spin fluctuations










. Equation ~3.19! is the ex-
pression at zero temperature. For finite temperature, Eq.
~3.19! is slightly modified. However, we can neglect finite
temperature effect as long as buJcu@1.
The action ~3.18! represents the combined effect of the
spin-orbit coupling term Hso and the strong-coupling term
H int . This effect is qualitatively described in Sec. II B. That
is, destruction of magnetic long-range order. In the gauge
field description, the effect is described by the Chern-Simons
term for the gauge field.
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For the contribution from the localized spin system SA
spin
,
it depends on whether there is magnetic long-range order or
not. In the absence of magnetic long-range order, SA
spin may
have a form of the Maxwell term. Since there is an extra
derivative in the Maxwell term compared with the Chern-
Simons term, we expect that the Maxwell term has unimpor-
tant effect for the long-wavelength and low-energy theory.
On the other hand, in the presence of magnetic long-range
order, the gauge field A m3 (5A mSB) becomes massive since
Schwinger bosons form Bose-Einstein condensate. ~That is,
Schwinger bosons are in the Meissner phase with respect to
the gauge field A m3 .!
D. Skyrmion excitations
Since coupling between the carriers and the localized
spins is made only through the gauge field A m3 , we may












dtE d2rA t3~]xAy32]yAx3!1SAspin .
~3.20!
From this action, one can derive an important relationship
between the carriers and excitations in the localized spin sys-
tem. The variation of Sc







where s↑511 and s↓521. This equation implies that a
gauge flux is produced at the position of the carrier. This
gauge flux corresponds to the skyrmion excitation similar to
a topological excitation41 of the nonlinear sigma model or
CP1 model.42–47
The gauge fluxes produced by each carrier play a role of
vortices introduced in a BCS superconductor. In a BCS su-
perconductor, which is Bose-Einstein condensation of Coo-
per pairs, disorder is introduced by vortices, or the electro-
magnetic gauge fluxes. As mentioned in Sec. III A, the
magnetic long-range order in the localized spin system is
described by Bose-Einstein condensation of Schwinger
bosons. Since the Schwinger bosons couple to the gauge
field A m3 , its gauge fluxes introduce disorder in Bose-
Einstein condensation of Schwinger bosons. This implies
that disorder is introduced by skyrmion excitations, or carrier
doping through the relationship ~3.21!. In the presence of
magnetic long-range order, the skyrmion excitations have an
excitation energy gap. After magnetic long-range order is
destroyed by skyrmion excitations, they become gapless ex-
citations and the Chern-Simons term plays a dominant role in
long-wavelength and low-energy physics.
Before moving on to study the interaction between these
skyrmion excitations, we make some comments on the time-
reversal symmetry. From the coefficient of the Chern-Simons
term Eq. ~3.19!, we see that the Berry phase induced by the
Chern-Simons gauge flux is 2p . Such a Berry phase pre-
serves the statistics of particles. By contrast, in the anyon
system48,49 the Berry phase is p/2. The Berry phase of non-
integer multiples of p implies the time-reversal symmetry
breaking,50 whereas in our case, there is no such implication
of the time-reversal symmetry breaking arising from the
Berry phase. In addition, there is no mean ‘‘magnetic’’ field
as long as ^(sssrs(r,t)&50. On the other hand, since the
gauge field describes the localized spin fluctuations, both the
time-reversal symmetry and the parity are broken in the lo-
calized spin system by the presence of the Chern-Simons
term.
E. Superconductivity
In the phase without magnetic long-range order in the
localized spin system, the Chern-Simons term plays a domi-
nant role in the action SA . In this phase, an attractive inter-
action is induced between skyrmions. Through this attractive
interaction, carriers form the Cooper pair.
Intuitively, we can understand the occurrence of an attrac-
tive interaction between skyrmions as follows. As discussed
in Sec. II B, the carrier rotates its spin at each hopping pro-
cess due to the spin-orbit coupling term Hso . These rotations
of the carrier’s spin affects the localized spins through the
strong-coupling term H int . This effect can be described as
the formation of a spin configuration in the localized spin
system. This spin configuration carried by each carrier gen-
erates a ‘‘magnetic’’ field around other carriers through the
Berry phase. Therefore when a carrier passes another carrier
with velocity, a Lorentz force acts between them. This Lor-
entz force plays a role of pairing interaction.
Now let us go into detail. The Lorentz force is derived
from minimal coupling between the carriers and the gauge
field A m3 :
V int5E d2r 12m (s sscs† ~r!~kˆA31A3kˆ !cs~r!.
~3.22!
From Eqs. ~3.21! and ~3.22!, we eliminate the gauge field

















Equation ~3.23! represents the interaction between the carri-
ers mediated by the gauge field A m3 . Note that in this equa-
tion no parameters characterizing the skyrmion excita-
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tions appear except for the Chern-Simons term coefficient u .
Furthermore, there is no retardation effect.
Now we may write the effective Hamiltonian for the car-













Here we set q50 in the interaction term to focus on the
equilibrium state. We investigate the possibility of supercon-
ductivity based on the Hamiltonian ~3.25!. For simplicity, we
analyze the Hamiltonian within a mean-field theory. We in-





























Here the summation in k space is taken over a half of the first
Brillouin zone.
For the spin singlet pairing case in which D↑↓
k 52D↓↑
k











with Ek5Ajk21uDku2. For the spin triplet pairing case with
D↑↑
k 5D↓↓
k 50 and D↑↓
k 5D↓↑
k
, we obtain the same gap equa-
tion ~3.29!. A pairing state with D↑↑
k Þ0 and/or D↓↓
k Þ0 may
be stabilized in the presence of an in-plane magnetic field or
at the sample’s boundary. Here we do not consider such a
case.
The gap equation ~3.29! is the same as the gap equation
for the composite fermion pairing state at half filled Landau
levels.52,53 We apply the same analysis of Ref. 52. We as-
sume that the gap function Dk has the following form:52
Dk5Dkexp~2iluk!. ~3.30!
After substituting Eq. ~3.30! into Eq. ~3.29!, we integrate the
angular variable uk using Cauchy’s theorem by taking
exp(luk) as a complex variable. In this calculation, we find
that the attractive interaction arises only in the case of l.0.
From the fact that the case of l,0 yields a repulsive inter-
action, we may exclude the possibility of a linear combina-
tion of components with l.0 and l,0 in Eq. ~3.30!.
For the ground state, we obtain52
Dk5
1











In order to solve this nonlinear integral equation, we use an
approximation. From the asymptotic behavior of the right-
hand side of Eq. ~3.31!, we set52
Dk5H DeF~k/kF! l, for k,kF ,DeF~kF /k ! l, for k.kF . ~3.32!















The remaining parameter D can be evaluated numerically
from Eq. ~3.33!.53 For each l we estimate the left-hand side
of Eq. ~3.33! with varying the value of D . The point at which
Eq. ~3.33! is satisfied gives the value of D . From this analy-
sis we find that the largest gap is obtained for the case of l
51 and D l51;3.1. Furthermore, this state has the lowest
ground-state enegy. Therefore the ground state is p-wave su-
perconductivity. From Eq. ~3.30!, the symmetry of the Coo-
per pair is px6ipy . Incidentally, this is the same pairing
state as that proposed in Sr2RuO4.54 However, we cannot
apply our pairing mechanism to this system. We shall discuss
this point in Sec. V
IV. ANTIFERROMAGNETIC CASE
Now we study the mechanism of the case of antiferro-
magnetic coupling between the localized spins. Although we
can apply a similar analysis, the antiferromagnetic case is
more complicated than the ferromagnetic case because we
need to cope with staggered magnetization. That is, we need
to distinguish the A and B sublattices. Fortunately, there is a
transformation by which the system is mapped onto a similar
model of Eq. ~3.16! in Sec. III. We introduce such a trans-
formation and analyze the mechanism of superconductivity
through the transformation.
As in the ferromagnetic case, we introduce Schwinger
bosons and rotate the carrier’s spins so that each of them is in
the direction of the localized spin at the same site. The rota-
tions are performed by the following transformations:
H ci→Uici ~ iPA !,
c j→U j~2is2!c j ~ jPB !.
~4.1!
The definition of Ul is given by Eq. ~3.10!. Note that the
matrix
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U j~2is2!5S 2z¯ j↓ 2z j↑
z¯ j↑ 2z j↓
D ~4.2!
can be derived from the matrix U j by the transformation
H z j↑ → 2z¯ j↓ ,
z j↓ → z¯ j↑.
~4.3!
If we do the same transformation in Sj5 12 z¯ jsz , we obtain
Sj→2 12 z¯ jsz . Thus in Eq. ~4.1! the presence of the factor
(2is2) at the B sublattice implies that the carrier’s spin is in
the direction of the staggered component of the localized
spins.
In order to eliminate the factor (2is2), we perform the
following transformation at the B sublattice:
c j5is2c˜ j ~ jPB !. ~4.4!




dtE d2rc˜¯ ~r,t!G21~$kˆ m1Am%!c˜ ~r,t!,
~4.5!
where G21($km%) is given by Eq. ~3.14!. This action has the
same form as the action of the ferromagnetic case, Eq.
~3.12!. Therefore the same Chern-Simons term is induced by
integrating out the carrier fields. However, we need to per-
form the inverse transformation of Eq. ~4.4! when we study
the symmetry of the Cooper pair because the transformation
~4.4! affects the order parameter of the Cooper pair. Further-
more, the action of the localized spin system, of course, dif-
fers from the action of the ferromagnetic case. In particular,
the relevant gauge field component is different from that
case.
A. Action of the localized spin system
In order to identify which component of A ma is connected
with the antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations, we calculate the
action of the localized spin system. In terms of the









To write this Hamiltonian in a tractable way, we perform the
following transformation at the B sublattice:35
H z j↑ → 2z j↓ ,
z j↓ → z j↑ .
~4.7!

















where the t dependence of all fields is implicit. In order to
decouple the interaction term, we introduce Stratonovich-













2 (iPA (h Q
¯ i ,i1hQi ,i1h
2
J
2 (iPA (h (s ~Qi ,i1hz
¯i1hs ,z¯is
1Q¯ i ,i1hziszi1h ,s!G . ~4.9!
The spin fluctuation field Qi ,i1h consists of the phase fluc-
tuations and the amplitude fluctuations. The latter is irrel-
evant for our analysis as it is in Sec. III. The phase fluctua-
tions are connected with a gauge invariance of Schwinger
bosons.55 We include these phase fluctuation degrees of free-
dom later by imposing the gauge invariance.
We set Qi ,i1h5uQi ,i1hu5Q5const and l lSB5lSB
5const. Then, the action is diagonalized in k space. Intro-






















where ek522JQ@cos(kxa)1cos(kya)# and the summation in
k space is taken over a half of the first Brillouin zone. One
can see that the mass of Jks is lSB12JQ , which is larger
than the mass of zks , lSB22JQ .55 Furthermore, the mass of
Jks is nonvanishing whereas the mass of zks is identically
zero in the ordered phase. Therefore we can safely integrate
out Jks and we obtain






F2 ~ ivn!2lSB2ek 1lSB1ekGz¯kszks . ~4.13!
Taking the continuum limit and recovering the gauge in-












where g54A2a , Dsw5AlSB2 24J2Q2, csw5A2JQa , and
x05cswt . In these parameters we set lSB52JQ except for
Dsw . Equation ~4.14! is invariant under the gauge
transformation,55
z~r,t!→z~r,t!exp@ iu~r,t!# , ~4.15!
A mSB~r,t!→A mSB~r,t!2]mu~r,t!. ~4.16!
This gauge transformation corresponds to
H zi → ziexp~ iu i! ~ iPA !,
z j → z jexp~2iu j! ~ jPB !,
~4.17!
because if we take the set of ~even,even! and ~odd,odd! for
the A sublattice, then
H z ls5zls for lPA ,
z ls5z¯ls for lPB .
~4.18!
This equation is verified as follows:
z ls5
1
N ( 8k zksexp~ ikRl!
5
1




2N ( 8k z¯2kse
ikRl~12e2iQRl!. ~4.19!
Since the gauge field is connected with the phase fluctua-
tions of Qi ,i1h , the gauge field A mSB has the following form:
A mSB52i(
s
z¯s~x !]mzs~x !. ~4.20!
In order to find the relationship between A mSB and Am , we
write Am in terms of z ls and z¯ ls . Thus we find A15
2ASB. From the gauge invariance of the Schwinger bosons,
one can see that there is a correspondence between A t1 and
A tSB . Therefore A m1 is connected with the antiferromagnetic
spin fluctuations.







3F]t1iA t12m1 12m ~2i„1A1!2Gc˜ ~r,t!
1
2





dtE d2rA t1~]xAy12]yAx1!. ~4.21!
B. Skyrmion excitations
As discussed in Sec. III D, carriers are connected with
skyrmion excitations in the localized spin system through the
Chern-Simons term. However, the connection is slightly dif-
ferent from the ferromagnetic case because the spin fluctua-
tions are described by the gauge field A m1 instead of A m3 . If
we take the 1-axis for the quantization axis in spin











Contrary to the ferromagnetic case, a significant feature
appears for the antiferromagnetic case, that is, a pinning
mechanism of carriers in the antiferromagnetic long-range
ordered phase. This can be seen as follows. The relationship
~4.22! is obtained after the transformation ~4.4!. In order to
capture the proper nature of skyrmion excitations, we must
go back to the frame before the transformation ~4.4!. Per-
forming the inverse transformation of Eq. ~4.4! at the B sub-
lattice, we find that an additional sign change is brought
about in the left-hand side of Eq. ~4.22!, that is, a skyrmion
~antiskyrmion! excitation transformed into an antiskyrmion
~skyrmion! excitation. Therefore skyrmions or antiskyrmions
cannot move to the nearest-neighbor sites as long as there is
antiferromagnetic long-range order and skyrmion excitations
have a gap. This suggests an insulating behavior of the car-
riers in the antiferromagnetic long-range ordered phase.
Although this is a new feature which appears in the anti-
ferromagnetic case, the destruction mechanism of magnetic
long-range order is the same as that discussed in Sec. III D.
Antiferromagnetic long-range order is destroyed by carrier
doping because carriers behave like skyrmion excitations.
After antiferromagnetic long-range order is destroyed, skyr-
mion excitations become gapless excitations. The Chern-
Simons term plays a dominant role and the attractive inter-
action between skyrmions leads to superconductivity.
C. Superconductivity
Now we investigate the property of superconductivity. In
order to identify the symmetry of the Cooper pair, we need to
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perform the inverse transformation of Eq. ~4.4!. However,
since the calculation of the pairing matrix is much easier for
the system after the transformation ~4.4!, we investigate the
pairing matrix through the transformation ~4.4!. If the B sub-
lattice consists of the sites with ~even,odd! or ~odd,even!,
then the transformation ~4.4! is written in k space as
ck2ck1Q5is2~c˜k2c˜k1Q!. ~4.23!
Since there is no change at the A sublattice, that is, ck









In order to apply the analysis done in Sec. III E, we need
to introduce the following fields:
S c˜k↑
c˜k↓
D 5 1A2 S 1 11 21 D S x˜ k↑x˜ k↓D , ~4.26!
because in Eq. ~4.22! we take the 1-axis for the quantization
axis in spin space. In terms of these fields x˜ ks , the spin





2k↓x˜ k↑2x˜ 2k↑x˜ k↓&
1^x˜ 2k1Q↓x˜ k1Q↑2x˜ 2k1Q↑x˜ k1Q↓&# .
~4.27!






(1) is the gap function for ^x˜ 2k↓x˜ k↑&
52^x˜ 2k↑x˜ k↓& and D˜ k
(2) is that for ^x˜ 2k1Q↓x˜ k1Q↑&
























(2)5Ajk21uD˜ k(2)u2. The minus sign in the right-hand
side of Eq. ~4.30! comes from the sign change in minimal
coupling to the gauge field. The minimal-coupling term is
derived from $]AmGK.E.
21 ($kˆ m1Am%)uAm50 ,Am%, where
GK.E.
21 ($km%) represents the kinetic energy part of the inverse
of Green’s function G21($km%). In the lattice system, the
displacement of Q in k space yields the sign change because,
22t @cos (kx1Qx) a1cos (ky1Qy) a#512t (cos kxa1cos kya).
This sign change affects the interaction term through the
minimal coupling term. Equation ~4.30! is understood to be
the equation obtained after taking the continuum limit.
The analysis of Eqs. ~4.29! and ~4.30! parallels that in




. From Eqs. ~4.29! and ~4.30!, we see that D˜ k
(1) and
D˜ k
(2) have opposite chirality. For the case of the spin singlet
pairing, ulu takes the values ulu52,4,6, . . . . From the same
analysis done in Sec. III E, we find that the pairing state with





where D˜ k5D˜ e˜F(k, /k.)2 with D˜ ;1.3. Here if k is smaller
than kF then k,5k and k.5kF and vice versa. From Eq.
~4.31!, we see that the precise symmetry of the Cooper pair
is dx22y2.





k }sin uk . In the d-vector notation of the
triplet pairing state,56 this is written as dk5kyeˆ 3. From the
analysis of the Ginzburg-Landau free energy54 within the
two-dimensional representation in which the basis states are
$kxeˆ 3 ,kyeˆ 3%, one can see that the free energy of this pairing
state is higher than that of dk5(kx6iky)eˆ 3. This suggests
that the pairing state with dk5kyeˆ 3 is not stabilized and we
can exclude the possiblity of the spin triplet pairing state.
From the above analysis, we may conclude that the sym-
metry of the Cooper pair is d wave, or more precisely dx22y2
wave. This is the same pairing state as that of the high-Tc
superconductors.
V. DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss the condition for that the
Chern-Simons term is induced and applications to the high-
Tc cuprates and other systems.
A. Condition for the Chern-Simons term
The derivation of the Chern-Simons term is based on the
continuum approximation. This approximation is justified
when the length scale of the gauge field is relatively larger
than the length scale determined by spin-orbit coupling. We
first discuss the validity of this assumption.
As we have shown in Sec. II B, the effect of spin-orbit
coupling is to rotate the carrier’s spin at every hopping pro-
cess. The angle of this rotation is 2l/t([uso) for the nearest-
neighbor hopping. On the other hand, the length scale of the
gauge field is determined by the fluctuations of the spin sys-
tem through Eq. ~3.13!. This length scale is given by
\csw /(pDsw) from the analysis of the Schwinger bosons and
it is translated into the fluctuation angle of the localized
spins. For the nearest-neighbor sites, the fluctuation angle is
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;a/(\csw /pDsw)5pDsw /(\csw /a). In order to apply the
continuum approximation to the gauge field, this fluctuation







This is the condition of taking the continuum limit for the
gauge field.
The condition ~5.1! is satisfied as long as sufficient mag-
netic correlations are preserved, or the gap of spin-wave ex-
citations is relatively small. Note that the condition ~5.1! is
just for the localized spin system. It only provides the con-
dition for the existence of the Chern-Simons term. Although
our mechanism of superconductivity is based on the presence
of the Chern-Simons term, the superconducting state does
not rely on directly the value of spin-orbit coupling l . In
fact, the gap of superconductivity is independent of the pa-
rameter l as shown in Secs. III E and IV C.
B. High-Tc cuprates
As we have discussed in Introduction, the high-Tc cu-
prates can be described as the Kondo lattice system. In ad-
dition, buckling seems to play an important role concerning
the occurrence of superconductivity. If buckling and the pa-
rameters characterizing the localized spin system fulfill the
condition ~5.1!, then the Chern-Simons term is induced.
If we can apply our mechanism to the high-Tc cuprates,
then it describes the underdoped region. Because the under-
doped region is close to the antiferromagnetic long-range
ordered phase. Such a phase is properly described by the
Schwinger bosons. However, in the optimal doped region
and the overdoped region of the high-Tc cuprates the local-
ized spin system is much more disordered than in the under-
doped region.
In order to describe strongly disordered regions, the
Schwinger bosons are not appropriate fields. The description
in terms of Fermionic fields is more suitable than the
Bosonic description of the localized spin system. The de-
scription by Fermionic fields instead of the Schwinger
bosons corresponds to describe the Cu site degrees of free-
dom by fermion fields. Such Fermionic degrees of freedom
may be observed by angle-resolved photoemission spectros-
copy experiments ~ARPES!.
It should be noted that the antiferromagnetic correlation
described in terms of fermion fields has the form of the sin-
glet pairing between the fermions, because the order param-
eter for the antiferromagnetic correlations Qi ,i1h in the
Schwinger boson system is replaced by ^ f i↑ f j↓2 f i↓ f j↑&
[ f i j , in terms of the fermion fields f is . In deriving this
relationship we need to go back to the original system before
the transformation of Eq. ~4.7! and we use the constraint
(s f is† f is51. This correlation is similar to that characterizes
the RVB state.25 From the mean-field analysis, we find that
f i j shows dx22y2 symmetry.24 Although this dx22y2 symme-
try is the same as that of the Cooper pair of holes, they
have completely different origins and must be discussed
independently.
Now we discuss some properties of the superconducting
state. In our mechanism, there is a characteristic excitation.
Because of the transformation ~4.23!, two components of
Cooper pairs appears: ^x˜ 2k↓x˜ k↑& and ^x˜ 2k1Q↓x˜ k1Q↑&.
Therefore there is an excitation between them that creates
one quasihole in the one component of the Cooper pairs and
one quasiparticle in the other with the momentum Q
5(p/a ,p/a) and the energy 2D˜ kF. Such an excitation can
be detected by inelastic neutron scattering. This excitation
may be identified with the 41-meV peak observed by the
neutron experiments.57
In addition, it should be stressed that the strength of the
spin-orbit coupling does not affect the transition temperature
of superconductivity as long as the condition for the presence
of the Chern-Simons term is satisfied, as discussed in the last
subsection.
Buckling affects superconductivity not through the spin-
orbit coupling term but through the Fermi energy because the
superconducting gap is proportional to the Fermi energy. If
we increase the angle of buckling, then the hopping ampli-
tude t in the plane may be reduced. Such a reduction leads to
decrease of the Fermi energy. Therefore if we increase the
angle of buckling, the transition temperature is rather re-
duced. This is consistent with the experiments.58
C. Double exchange systems
Our mechanism can be applied to the double exchange
system. However, in application to that system the following
conditions should be satisfied. First, we must detect super-
conductivity in the region where the antiferromagnetic cor-
relation between the core spins are preserved. That is, the
carrier number must be small. Whereas the region in which
the ferromagnetic correlation between the core spins domi-
nates, we cannot apply our mechanism. Second, we require
the system with the layered structure and buckling of the
planes. Although La222xSr112xMn2O7 is a layered double
exchange system, the x50.3 compound shows ferromagnetic
correlation.59 If the compound with buckling and small x in
which the sample shows antiferromagnetic correlation is pro-
vided, dx22y2 superconductivity based on our mechanism
will be realized.
D. Other systems
From the symmetry of the Cooper pair in Sec. III E, one
might think of the application to Sr2RuO4. However, the
magnetism relevant to this system is itinerant ferromag-
netism. In fact, all of the relevant d orbitals dxy , dyz , and dzx
form conduction bands and the Fermi surface of them are
observed by the de Haas–van Alphen effect.60 In such a sys-
tem, we can not expect the formation of the localized spins.
Therefore we cannot apply our mechanism to Sr2RuO4.
For the application of the mechanism of Sec. III to real
materials, we require a ferromagnetic superexchange interac-
tion between the localized spins. In order to produce such a
superexchange interaction, we need at least three kinds of
ions or multiband structure for the magnetic ions to consti-
tute the conduction layers. Furthermore, of course, we need
buckling of the planes.
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At present, it seems that there is no material with all of
these properties. However, if such a system exists, then we
can expect higher superconductiving transition temperature
than the high-Tc cuprates. Because the gap is larger than that
of the antiferromagnetic case within the analysis in which the
long-range Coulomb interaction is neglected.
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APPENDIX: INDUCED CHERN-SIMONS TERM
In this Appendix, we derive the effective action for the
gauge field arising from the carrier system. Integrating out




c 52Tr$ln@G21~kˆ m1Am!#2ln@G21~kˆ m!#%. ~A1!
We expand this action with respect to Am as SAc 5S (2)
1S (3)1{{{ , where
S (2)5
1













2 H ]G21]kˆ l ,AnJ G . ~A3!
In order to calculate S (2), we apply the derivative
expansion technique. To illustrate this technique, let
us consider a simple one-dimensional example:
J5Tr@V1(kˆ )F1(x)V2(kˆ )F2(x)# , where kˆ 52i]x and V j(kˆ )
and F j(x) are functions of kˆ and x, respectively. Inserting the
identities *dxux&^xu51ˆ and (kuk&^ku51ˆ , we obtain
J5E dx(
k
^xuV1~kˆ !F1~x !uk&V2~k !F2~x !^kux&
5E dx(
k






















L (k V1~k !V2~k !E dxF1~x !F2~x !
2
i
2L (k FV18~k !V2~k !E dxF18~x !F2~x !
1V1~k !V28~k !E dxF1~x !F28~x !G
2
1
2L (k V19~k !V2~k !E dxF19~x !F2~x !1{{{ .
~A4!
In the second term in the last line we have taken into account
the term obtained by the partial integral. Applying this de-
rivative expansion and retaining the most dominant term in
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Here the trace is taken over spin space. All functions Imnl
aa









In deriving this equation, we have taken into account another
choice of la
(h) connecting coordinate space with spin space.
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1
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4ug~k!u3 G . ~A8!













dtE d2r@A t1~]xA y12]yA x1!
1A t2~]xA y22]yA x2!# . ~A10!
The coefficient of the Chern-Simons term is given by













From similar calculations, we find that S (3) has a form of






dtE d2rA t3~A x1A y22A x2A y1!. ~A12!
This non-Abelian Chern-Simons term can be reduced to an
Abelian Chern-Simons term upon using the curl-free condi-






dtE d2rA t3~]xA y32]yA x3!. ~A13!
As a result, we may write the effective action for the
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